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Following the end of  the Second World War, the Canadian federal gov-
ernment, through the Consumer Branch of  the Wartime Prices and Trace Board
(WPTB), the body charged with monitoring and controlling prices of  goods on
the home front, proceeded with the removal of  price controls on staple foods
such as milk, butter, and meat, which had allowed working families to afford the
goods they needed to survive during war time.. This “decontrol” of  prices led to
significant increases in the prices of  basic foodstuffs, and in rent, both signifi-
cant hardships for poor and working-class families.1 Left-wing women in the
Communist Party of  Canada (CPC or CP) and the Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation (CCF) did not stand by while this went on.2
Writing in the party’s newspaper, the CCF News, prominent social
democrat Mildred MacLeod commented on the issue of  household consump-
tion. MacLeod offered a rejoinder to federal finance minister Donald Gordon’s
remarks that Canadian housewives could be a “secret weapon against inflation.”
She suggested that poor and working-class women met “the ever-dwindling pur-
chasing power of  Hubby’s pay cheque by doing without clothes for themselves,”
as well as without pleasures like a film or haircut. Radical women and men
should be demanding action through protests, MacLeod argued. High prices
were “lowering the standards of  education, adding to delinquency,” and “causing
further deterioration of  home life.”3 MacLeod claimed that foodstuffs like bread,
milk, and eggs were staples of  specifically working-class family diets. She argued
that working-class women controlled the cooking and diet for their families; in
this way, MacLeod established women as key players in debates over the price of
goods.  
MacLeod asserted that a link existed between high prices and the anti-
war movement: wage reductions and high prices were occurring in “a country
wealthy enough to spend billions on defence ... we would like some butter, never
mind about the guns.” She suggested that working women and wives “insist on
having enough purchasing power to insure us against malnutrition, against TB,
against hopelessness and despair.” “Yes, girls,” she exclaimed, “we can be a
‘weapon against inflation,’ just watch the hornets’ nest we can stir up.”
“Women,” MacLeod concluded, “are truly wonderful in their ingenuity.”4
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Left-wing women found a place for their ingenuity as members of
organizations like the Communist-founded Housewives’ Consumers Association
(HCA), established in 1947, which initially attracted both CP and CCF women.5
HCA women argued that they were “radical housewives”: they offered a chal-
lenge to unscrupulous capitalists who cared only for profits and not for the
poverty in Canadian cities and towns. Like Mildred MacLeod, HCA members
suggested that capitalists were causing malnutrition, hopelessness, and disease
among working-class children.6
This article discusses the activities and ideologies of  CP and CCF
women in consumer protests during the period from 1945 to 1960, using
women’s activism in the British Columbia (BC) Housewives’ Consumers
Association as a case study.7 This paper presents two major arguments. First, it
argues that left women used the issue of  high prices as a form of  “strategic
essentialism”: the use of  a narrow definition of  a woman’s role in a specific con-
text in order to extract concessions from the dominant system.8 Left women
suggested that their role as mothers to children represented their primary func-
tion in life. This was “essentialist” in that it put forward what many have seen as
a conservative view of  a woman’s purpose in life. Left women’s rhetoric upheld
the sexual division of  labour: women’s primary labour involved reproduction and
the raising of  children, and domestic work. Working-class men, in contrast, lived
in the public world of  the factory floor. Left women used this definition of  a
woman’s role to present a radical social agenda.9 CP and CCF women asserted
that their experiences as workers and mothers provided them with special
insights surrounding action against the high prices of  staple foods. Many, per-
haps most, women of  the 1940s and 1950s were wives and mothers: they were
thus concerned about feeding their families. High prices made this task more dif-
ficult. Non-political women, however, were not necessarily interested in left-wing
ideology; to that end, radical women used the issue of  consumption strategically
to appeal to diverse groups of  women.  
Second, the paper argues that CP and CCF women regarded mother-
hood as partial justification for their political activism outside of  the home. They
did not see motherhood and the domestic sphere as negative or inferior to the
public sphere. Left women used their “female consciousness”10 to organize in
their communities against high prices of  goods, and in favour of  a just and fair
standard of  living for working families.11 In doing this, left women established a
network of  community activism against high prices that drew on women’s expe-
riences as wives and mothers. This use of  maternalism was positive for the
growth of  women’s activism in the late-1940s and 1950s, especially given the
constraints that the anti-communist atmosphere of  the Cold War introduced for
people of  the left.12 Certainly, not all left women used maternalism as an organ-
izing strategy, but the fact that there was a great deal of  maternalist language in
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the radical press, and in the discourse of  prominent left women, suggests that
maternalism was a key idea for many radical women during this period. Left
women’s activism was thus two-sided: it was strategic in that it used an ideology
that many subscribed to – women as “natural” mothers and wives – but also it
dovetailed with ideas that left women sincerely argued for.
Maternalism and Consumer Protest
The ideology of  “maternalism” provided a basis for women’s consumer protests.
In this context, “maternalism” consists of  three specific elements. First, mater-
nalist thinkers from the 1940s and 1950s held that a uniquely feminine value sys-
tem, based on care and nurturance, existed. Second, they suggested that a com-
mon capacity for motherhood united women: women shared a collective respon-
sibility for protecting all of  the world’s children in times of  economic scarcity.
Finally, CP and CCF women asserted that their work, experience, and socializa-
tion as mothers made them uniquely able to lead certain kinds of  reform cam-
paigns. Many people of  both genders, and various political orientations, sub-
scribed to maternalist views because of  long-held ideas that women were innate-
ly suited to being mothers, wives, and nurturers. Historically, maternalism repre-
sents a flexible and fluid concept that has been used to justify a wide variety of
political and social agendas, from the far right to the far left.13
There is some controversy among feminist and leftist scholars over
whether or not maternalism has been a useful strategy for movements of  social
protest. Some, like Dana Frank, have suggested that working-class and union
women have used consumer practices to challenge capitalism, attacking sexism
and capitalism at the point of  consumption.14 In the Canadian context, Tarah
Brookfield has argued that women from feminism’s “second wave” drew on the
idea of  the home and family as a site of  radicalism and protest, not a place of
domesticity and retreat. Maternalist ideology, then, was a key part of  women’s
activism in both the “Old” and “New” Lefts in Canada.15 Certainly, women’s
consumer protests had a long history: numerous women’s groups over the course
of  the twentieth century had offered critiques of  capitalism and consumption.16
CP and CCF women were part of  a continuum of  women’s activism that
extended from the Progressive Era of  the early-1900s to the 1930s.17 There was
also considerable activism on the part of  women during the late-1940s and
1950s, sometimes seen as a period of  conservatism and retreat.18
Conversely, other scholars have suggested that proponents of  maternal-
ism ceded too much ground to foes of  women’s liberation.19 Yet, the use of
maternalism as a form of  “strategic essentialism” brought people into the orbit
of  radical protest who otherwise would not have joined a leftist group. This sug-
gests that maternalism should not be ignored as an avenue for radical protest,
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even today. This paper joins with other scholars who have portrayed women
consumers as active agents of  history and those who have seen consumption as
a site of  struggle. Kathleen Brown and Peter Campbell argue that women have
supported leftist politics from the perspective of  affirming family life against the
influence of  soul-destroying capitalism. Many left women did not argue that
Marxism was a superior economic theory. Rather, they used left politics to argue
that it would support and maintain working-class families – materially and spiri-
tually – by transforming social relations from competitive to co-operative.20 As
Temma Kaplan has argued, women’s activism – of  the left and the right – is
often connected to a “female consciousness,” that is, the notion that women
organize to defend the family and to fight against anything that women believe
will interfere with their ability to preserve life as they know it.21 Therefore, left
women fought to break down barriers between the workplace and the home and
the “public” and “private” spheres.22
Like Mercedes Steedman, this paper sees the “embeddedness” of
women’s networks in specific neighbourhoods and communities – in Vancouver
and other locales in British Columbia – as being key to women’s radical
protest.23 The paper differs from Joan Sangster and Magda Fahrni’s work in its
focus on the Cold War era and the 1950s and in its closer focus on maternalism
as an overall, potentially positive, strategy for the left. I connect left women’s use
of  maternalist ideology during the 1940s and 1950s to earlier, and subsequent,
groups of  left women who used a similar perspective. Unlike Julie Guard and
Steedman, I focus not on perceptions of  women’s activity by the RCMP and
male outsiders, but on the ideological background that fostered grassroots
women’s activism.
Men and CP Women’s Activism
The CP’s male leadership had an ambiguous perspective on women’s activism. A
statement written around 1948-49 offers detail surrounding women’s roles in the
party. In a manuscript entitled “Woman,” a CP member argued that the party
could best forward their objectives by working with CCF women as part of  con-
sumers’ organizations, especially in the fight for lower prices. The statement
encouraged leftists to fight for social services and the defence of  women and
children. Challenging the conventional Cold War portrayal of  communists and
socialists as being enemies of  the family and home, the manuscript commented
that the Labor Progressive Party (LPP)24 was the “defender of  the home, the
family, and the Independence of  Canada.” The writer noted that, “monopoly
capitalism and its political henchmen, Liberals and Tories, are the destroyers of
the family, the home, the rights of  women, and welfare of  children.” Political
and economic elites were “selling out our country to Yankee imperialism,”
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reflecting the sense of  Canadian nationalism and anti-imperialism that CP mem-
bers sometimes invoked.25 The report commented on the different situations
facing Communist women across Canada. The author asserted that the party
should support female figures like Peggy Chunn, Effie Jones, and Helen
Anderson, whom it wanted to present as potential public office holders. 26
Women were still a small minority in the party, but the CP wished to present
itself  as “modern” and progressive on women’s issues.27
Here, the CP hierarchy paid lip service to supporting women’s activities.
A 1948 issue of  the party newspaper, the Pacific Tribune, printed a Draft
Resolution of  the National Executive of  the LPP that also endorsed women’s
activity. The resolution noted that 1945-48 had seen “the activities of  the women
in their fight against monopoly prices and profiteering, the rising cost of  living,
and for the defence of  the family.”28 According to this statement, the LPP need-
ed to devote far more attention to the problems and struggles of  women in the
party and in society. In a similar vein, a bulletin from LPP National Leader Tim
Buck implied that support for women’s initiatives was an important priority.
Buck expressed enthusiasm for the Housewives’ campaign for a million signa-
tures on a petition to reduce prices: “our party must do all in its power to help.”
Communists needed to offer their utmost support for a “mass delegation to the
government” on the part of  the HCA as well as for the establishment of  a
national Housewives’ organization.29
Tim Buck later criticized “the Abbott plan,” an attempt by federal
Finance Minister Douglas Abbott and Prime Minister Mackenzie King to reduce
Canadian imports of  manufactured goods and food from the U.S. He used this
as evidence that the Federal Liberals were mounting an attack on poor and work-
ing people. Buck argued that the plan was designed to effect a drastic reduction
of  Canadian consumption to make the country more dependent on the U.S. The
Abbott plan was set up to “wipe out sovereignty” by giving the U.S. government
a “direct voice in deciding the direction and level of  Canada’s economic develop-
ment.” Buck also advocated for closer relations between Canada and the Soviet
Union. In support of  the HCA program, he argued for “the reintroduction of
price controls, government subsidies for low rental housing, an increase in
Mothers’ Allowances, and the abolishment of  the 8% sales tax.”30
Publicly then, CP men expressed support for the fight against high
prices. In fact, women’s issues were a lower priority for the CP leadership than
concerns surrounding unions and electoral politics. Women, associated in many
people’s minds with the home and family, were of  secondary importance to men
in the CP. The statements listed above serve to highlight the, more numerous,
statements by male CP members that emphasized women’s subordination in the
movement.31
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Communist Women’s Activism as “Radical Housewives”
Despite lacking support from the party hierarchy, CP women played a crucial
role in grassroots activism, thus turning the realm of  the home and family into a
site of  struggle. Using maternalist arguments led women to adopt positions that
diverged from those of  their male comrades. In keeping with this, members of
the Housewives’ organizations supported many different causes. An unsigned
article from the Pacific Tribune in June of  1946, entitled “Women Organize to
Halt Raids on Family Budget,” demonstrates some of  their concerns. A group of
Vancouver women had met, in Pender Auditorium, to protest against the
removal of  the milk subsidy. Adopting the name “Housewives United,” – this
group became part of  the HCA in 1947 – the group’s objective was to rally the
support of  all women who were concerned about “preventing further inflation”
and to bring “pressure upon the government, protesting the lifting of  price con-
trols.”32 Since the original housewives’ organization had dissolved before World
War II, this new group represented a bridge between the Housewives League of
the late-1930s and the new organization that came into existence in 1947. CP
women wanted to bring to the public’s attention the economic problems that
beset housewives trying to make ends meet in the face of  rising prices and food
shortages. CP supporter Doris Hartley, a member of  Housewives United, stated
that, “the increased cost of  milk will be more sharply felt by families with low
incomes ... this means a lower standard of  health for our children.”33
Communist women in BC challenged capitalism through consumer
boycotts. In 1946, Vancouver CP women undertook a boycott of  meat products.
Instead of  “meat tokens,” Vancouver housewives handed their local butcher
coupons that read “I bought no meat today.”34 This was part of  Housewives
United’s campaign against high prices. CP women in housewives’ organizations
also fought against large department stores like Woodward’s and Hudson’s Bay,
again using the consumer boycott as a tactic. Organized labour in Vancouver,
through their representatives in the Vancouver District Labour Council (VDLC),
endorsed this activism. The International Woodworkers of  America’s (IWA)
District Council of  Federated Women’s Auxiliaries offered cooperation in the
campaign. Mona Morgan was an important member of  the HCA and had strong
connections to the IWA as well as to the Labour Council.35 An article advertis-
ing the boycott commented that, “publicity will be given to the campaign
through ‘Five Minutes with Mona,’” the popular IWA radio broadcast directed to
women conducted by Morgan every weekday morning.36
Despite their small numbers, CP women put together effective con-
sumer boycotts. Their efforts, if  not successful in changing state policy, did
introduce radical ideas surrounding consumption into mainstream thought. In
this sense, the boycott was effective as a political strategy. Left women offered
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grassroots, locally based solutions to problems stemming from poverty and want.
Delegates from the Women’s Auxiliary of  the IWA, Housewives’ United, and the
Vancouver Consumers’ Council of  the LPP demonstrated against the increase in
milk prices. The protesters marched to the offices of  the BC milk controller,
E.C. Carr, demanding that the provincial Government pay producers a two-cent
per quart subsidy to hold down prices. Premier John Hart refused to assume the
cost of  the milk subsidy since the federal government had withdrawn it. The
Housewives responded that milk was an essential product and blamed both the
federal and provincial governments for reducing wages. “Mothers know that
increases in the cost of  their children’s food and clothing during the past year
have already exceeded their family allowances,” concluded the Pacific Tribune.37
The HCA’s program was wide ranging: the organization dealt with a
number of  issues relevant to working mothers’ lives. A letter addressed to Prime
Minister Mackenzie King, signed by Rae Lucock, previously a school board
trustee and CCF Member of  the Legislative Assembly (MLA) as well as the
President of  the Toronto branch of  the HCA, noted that the women supported
curbing profiteering by imposing taxes on excess profits and corporations. HCA
supporters lobbied the federal government to provide adequate pensions and
social security measures – particularly affordable housing – for older citizens.
Lucock asserted that the organization also supported youth concerns, arguing
that higher education should be made affordable for students.38
As part of  a campaign against youth poverty, the HCA favoured hot
lunch programs for students as well as a government takeover of  all social serv-
ices, notably mothers’ and widows’ pensions, in order to assure “care for all.” As
socialists, the organization’s members pushed for the establishment of  public
laundry depots, home cleaning services, and hot food centers.39 As mothers,
HCA women fought to preserve life for their families and children. The HCA
program reflected the political program of  the CCF and, especially, the CP. Left
women fought to make the Canadian state more “feminine,” hoping to inaugu-
rate the “pro-social” aspects of  government policy in providing services for its
citizens.40 Through publicizing the presence of  poverty and unemployment, CP-
led groups in Canada gave the lie to the capitalist state’s assertion that it was pro-
viding for all, an argument with which many people in Canada sympathized.
The high price of  staple foods was a particularly important issue for
CP women in British Columbia’s interior. Mrs. J. Blakey, president of  the Prince
Rupert LPP club, commenting on an increase in milk prices, stated that “it was
already hard enough for mothers to see their children got fresh milk, now it will
be impossible for many.”41 Ottawa also legislated an increase in the price of
canned and powdered milk. Left women’s focus on milk, particularly its status as
a life-giving product for children became part of  their efforts to improve the
quality of  children’s lives against the uncaring attitudes of  conservative male
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bureaucrats in government and business. Housewives used milk products exten-
sively in Prince Rupert and in logging, fishing, and mining camps. Food and sup-
plies were also harder to obtain in isolated regions of  the province. Clearly, some
rural women possessed a maternalist sensibility. Recent scholarship has shown
that Canadian farm and rural women played a significant role in women’s, femi-
nist, and leftist, activism.42 The particular “place” that these women hailed from
influenced their views.43 The resource-based economy of  BC, with its poverty,
isolation, and male-dominated industries in the timber and mining sectors, led to
economic issues taking a prime place of  importance in the thoughts of  BC’s left
women.
CP women on Vancouver Island also saw high milk prices as an impor-
tant concern. The IWA Women’s Auxiliary in Nanaimo put forward a request
that the provincial Government restore the former milk price and provide farm-
ers with a subsidy to offset their losses. Prominent CP member Effie Jones
toured Vancouver Island to address a series of  protest meetings dealing with the
increase in the price of  milk. Jones went to Cumberland, Courtenay, Port
Alberni, Cowichan, Nanaimo, and Ladysmith to speak to the wives of  miners,
loggers, and fishers. In one of  her speeches, she demanded that a portion of  the
large revenue derived by the Hart government from liquor profits go toward
paying “the cost of  a subsidy to restore the September price of  milk.” Jones
offered a commentary on provincial elites’ indifference toward working-class
families and their needs. In mentioning liquor profits, she hearkened back to
maternal feminists’ dislike of  alcohol, although giving this argument an econom-
ic, rather than a moral, spin.44 Jones’s comment implied the presence of  a female
consciousness, much as with previous generations of  women activists. Women
like Effie Jones fought for the necessities of  life for children and families, at the
community level, against the depredations of  “free market” capitalism.  
As part of  the Vancouver Island protest against high milk prices, two
thousand people in Nanaimo signed a petition in favour of  restoring the milk
subsidy. A broad-based committee, consisting of  United Mine Workers of
America (UMWA) and IWA Auxiliaries, the Women’s Labor League (WLL), the
Local Council of  Women (LCW), the CCF, and the LPP, sponsored the
petition.45 An article in November of  1946 noted that Courtenay women had
demanded that Premier John Hart reinstitute the milk subsidy. Similarly, a con-
ference of  Island women, consisting of  the wives of  union members, urged
Hart to “establish a democratic board of  enquiry to investigate the enormous
spread between what the producer receives for milk and the price the consumer
receives.”46
The price of  children’s clothing, emerging in the context of  post-war
scarcity, was an important point of  contention for left women. The North
Vancouver branch of  Housewives United held a meeting on Monday, 2
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December 1946 to formulate a plan regarding the shortage of  children’s under-
wear and wool.47 In early 1947, action by the Women’s Commission of  the LPP,
supported by the IWA Women’s Auxiliaries, occasioned an article where Mona
Morgan urged consumers “not to buy any but the most essential commodities.”
The LPP Women’s Commission, “declaring that only organized buyer resistance
can call a halt to the reckless drive to inflation and crisis,” called for a protest
rally in Lower Pender Auditorium on Thursday, 8 February 1947.48
In this way, left women fought to improve material conditions for
working families, emphasizing women’s status as mothers. The fight for access to
affordable housing became part of  the CP’s strategy to fight poverty. This was
an especially trenchant issue in the immediate post-World War II period given
the large number of  returning soldiers who needed homes. CP women were par-
ticularly concerned with the problem of  rising rents in Vancouver. The LPP
Women’s Commission conducted a survey on rent controls, which revealed that
increased income tax made it necessary for both husbands and wives to work.
The Commission recommended that supporters of  their housing platform –
trade unions, housewives, pensioners and other leftist organizations – send
telegrams and resolutions of  protest to governments.49 These examples suggest
that, in spite of  their relatively small numbers, CP women were practical fighters
for social change, able to push for piecemeal reforms like better housing; at the
same time, they ultimately desired more sweeping changes to capitalist society. In
this sense, Irving Abella’s argument that Communists were not “pie in the sky”
dreamers, but instead pragmatic activists who helped to institute everyday
reforms, rings true.50 In their focus on issues of  importance to women and fam-
ilies, left women sought to make the private sphere a site of  resistance to the
dominant system. They also used their words and campaigns strategically to
appeal to a wide group of  Canadians, particularly women as mothers.  
Hence, issues of  production and consumption came out in CP women’s
discourse in important ways. In a comment dealing with the price of  butter,
Mona Morgan offered a critique of  capitalism’s abuse of  mothers, housewives,
and workers: “women recognize that the health of  the nation is their particular
responsibility and they know that with present high levels, health cannot be
maintained but will grow worse and worse.” Workers and housewives, she
argued, knew that higher costs, low wages, and excessive profits all led to depres-
sion.51 Morgan called for price and rent controls, and higher wages so that work-
ing people’s buying power would be maintained and another depression fore-
stalled. CP members recognized that workers and wives were both producers
and consumers of  goods and services. Mona Morgan drew on a radical version
of  19th-century “labourist” ideology. This view emphasized the differences
between “producers,” notably craft and industrial workers, and “parasites” like
businessmen, immigrants, and women. Morgan’s perspective on labourism, how-
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ever, was more radical. In her view, bosses were parasites while women and
workers were producers.52
In the American CP, similar debates emerged surrounding women’s
work. In 1941, member Mary Inman attempted to deal with the nature of
domestic work in a book entitled In Woman’s Defense. She argued that women, by
undertaking domestic labour and bearing and raising children, participated in the
process of  social production by creating the labour power of  present and future
generations of  workers. This viewpoint contrasted with other Marxist and
labourist writing on this subject, some of  which denigrated women’s labour, stat-
ing that it was not productive. Women, so this argument went, were parasites
who depended on their husbands’ wages. Like Mona Morgan, Inman presented
women’s household labour as productive and valuable. Under socialism, Inman
argued that women would be free from domestic labour, since a socialist society
would have round-the-clock nurseries, and centralized laundry and cooking facili-
ties. Many, though not all, men in the American CP rejected Inman’s view that
the party should accept the sexual division of  labour and work to organize
housewives in the home as workers. Instead, as in Canada, many in the American
CP portrayed household labour as less valuable than factory work and argued
that the road to women’s equality lay in bringing women out of  the home so that
they could take their place as “real” workers on shop floors. But this was not the
whole story. As Kate Weigand argues, Inman’s focus on women’s household
labour, as well as her support for a cross-class movement to push for women’s
rights, became part of  the American CP’s campaign around gender issues during
the late-1940s and 1950s.53 Inman’s writings resulted in increased women’s
activism in the American CP. 
Canadian CP women were involved in these debates. In particular, Effie
Jones praised the value of  domestic labour. In early 1948, Jones ran for the
Mayoralty in Vancouver for a second time. The Civic Reform Association
(CRA), a Communist-led group, endorsed Jones’s candidacy. Consumption
became part of  the discourse of  this campaign: the CP argued that Vancouver’s
consumers could not keep up with the increasing cost of  living. The party
opposed any increase in the price of  electricity, transportation, and gasoline. A
Communist writer argued that, “women are more price-conscious than men.”
The author addressed female readers in the following fashion: “if  hubby doesn’t
realize why you get so hot and bothered over the grocery bill, just make him tag
along on a shopping day so he can see for himself  how far five dollars will
go.”54 The CP presented a critique of  male insensitivity toward women’s efforts
at dealing with the family budget; working-class mothers had to stretch a dollar
as far as possible in order to feed the family, even if  fathers did not know how
hard this was.  
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Effie Jones offered some remarks on this issue, noting that, “it’s the
women who have to stretch the pay or pension cheque across the widening gap
between minimum requirements and inflated prices.” Women “have to cope daily
with all the irritations and difficulties arising from crowded living conditions.
They are the first to sacrifice their own health for their children because medical
expenses come so high.” Jones offered a tribute to working women’s sacrifice for
the good of  the family. The “old-line party politicians” – Conservatives and
Liberals – came under particular scrutiny for betraying the promise of  the post-
war dream. Women too had fought during World War II to “realize the promise
of  a better world,” and to create a society that was free from fascism, discrimina-
tion, and poverty. Jones offered a pro-woman argument in the face of  govern-
ment callousness: “every Coalition politician and federal member will find to his
sorrow that the female of  the species can be far more deadly when fighting for
the future of  the young.”55 In presenting a criticism of  capitalist attitudes toward
consumption – and using what Temma Kaplan has termed “female conscious-
ness” – Jones used maternalism to challenge the dominant system.56 We might
actually see CP women’s activism as “conservative” in a sense. They fought to
maintain the integrity of  their communities, homes, and families in the face of
the capitalist state’s attempt to reorder their lives through policies like the decon-
trol of  prices. This was a perspective that other, more conservative or non-politi-
cal people – women as well as men – supported. Some women in the CP and
CCF not only took different positions from men in their parties but also made
issues like high prices important to the general public. Maternalist arguments,
then, led to an increase in left women’s activism. 
Elsewhere, Communist women emphasized other “pocket book” issues
that were important to women as mothers, a key part of  left women’s strategy to
appeal to diverse groups of  Canadians. A CP writer noted in 1947 that the
Vancouver HCA was “considering what action it can take to organize the protest
against the BC Electric mooted increase in fares.” The increase would hit work-
ing people every time they wished to go shopping downtown. In a similar vein,
members of  the Vancouver HCA organized a “bread brigade” due to price
increases caused by a federal government decontrol order. CP women dealt with
this issue by baking their own bread. As a Communist woman writer noted, “it
was still cheaper to bake our own bread, despite the 90 percent rise in the price
of  flour.” Some of  the slogans that the Housewives used included “don’t buy it,
bake it” and “save dough, make dough.”57
The Communist-led Congress of  Canadian Women (CCW) also sup-
ported keeping food prices low.58 In 1950, a CP writer noted that the CCW
planned to put a delegation together to meet with Vancouver City Council. This
delegation asked the federal government to put a ceiling on the price of  foods,
clothing, and other items necessary to working-class family life. The CCW urged
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all concerned with the issue, particularly women, to attend. Supporter Mavis Wall
encouraged readers to “fight the high cost of  living. Demand that our govern-
ment take action to bring down prices on meat.” She exhorted readers to
become active in community groups: people should talk to their neighbours, and
urge them to join left organizations.59 CP women used arguments around con-
sumption in order to recruit new party members.
During the 1950s, the issue of  high prices became less of  a concern for
Communist women, possibly for reasons related to the relative affluence of  the
decade. The stark decline of  the CP’s numbers and power, because of  Cold War
repression and the post-1956 revelations of  Stalin’s crimes, was likely a con-
tributing factor as well. One of  the final declarations of  CP women on this issue
came in August of  1950. The BC Council of  the CCW attended the Provincial
Milk Board Hearings in Vancouver. The CCW brief  at the hearings stated that
the “brunt of  higher costs can and must be borne by the distributors.”
Expressing concern for children’s health, the brief  remarked that society should
be encouraging children of  all backgrounds “to be drinkers of  milk instead of
consumers of  pop.” Marie Godfrey, President of  the BC branch of  the CCW,
argued that Vancouver was more expensive to live in than any other Canadian
city, excepting Montreal. She suggested that, “as women, we are becoming more
and more alarmed at the general trend indicated by prices of  basic foods jump-
ing two and three cents a week.”60
CP women’s activism and discourse suggests that a combination of
maternalist and socialist views shaped their pro-family ideology. CP members
drew a clear link between women, child rearing, and consumption. They present-
ed these issues as key elements of  women’s unpaid work in the home and used
these as stimulants to women’s political action and consciousness. Communist
women connected consumption with class issues: because working-class women
purchased products for the home, they were therefore uniquely suited to using
their purchasing power to strike a blow against high prices. This was part of  left
women using an essentialist argument in a strategic manner, using conservative-
sounding arguments to draw in more conservative people.  
At the same time, Canadian left women genuinely endorsed a maternal-
ist viewpoint. As Peter Campbell and Deborah Gerson have suggested, they uti-
lized family-centered rhetoric in radical ways. American CP women, and
Canadians like Rose Henderson, used the terms “worker” and “mother” inter-
changeably. Many left women engaged in protest outside of  the home, in order to
improve life for women and families inside of  the home.61 Jacqueline Castledine
has argued that this ideology – “community feminism” – was a prominent per-
spective among many left women during the late-1940s and 1950s. In upholding
the home and family, left women’s views were of  a piece with those of  progres-
sives from earlier decades.62
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Of  course, the maternalist viewpoint was not the only tool that CP
women used to combat sexism and class exploitation. Evidence exists that there
were diverse voices in the party. By the late-1940s, many in the American CP –
women like Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Betty Millard as well as some men – had
begun to recognize that male supremacy was a problem and some even argued
that they needed to make the battle against male supremacy a specific priority.
Articles that spoke out against male supremacy, written by women like Flynn and
Claudia Jones, began to appear in the party newspaper. These pieces did not uti-
lize a maternalist ideology. Instead, the American CP emphasized the need to
allow women to work outside of  the home and to find solutions to the “double
day” of  labour for working women.63 In spite of  this, the American CP never
fully rid itself  of  the scourge of  sexism. This more sustained battle against
misogyny and male supremacy never materialized in Canada, perhaps because, as
Joan Sangster has noted, there were few women in the CPC who were specifical-
ly interested in women’s issues.64 Regardless, after 1956, the CP declined as a
force worldwide and its pronouncements lost what power they previously had in
both Canada and the U.S. 
CCF Women and Consumption: Resistance and Accommodation? 
CCF women were less concerned about the issue of  high prices, possibly
because the CCF’s ideology was more moderate and accommodating to the
established order. Nonetheless, social democrats offered some trenchant com-
mentary surrounding this issue. A draft of  the CCF’s platform for 1947 stated
that the party supported maintaining price and wage controls.65 Like the CP, the
CCF favoured a comprehensive national housing policy. In an earlier comment,
CCF member Grace MacInnis noted that, although more than ninety percent of
housewives had stoves and more than eighty-five percent had a radio, only sev-
enty-five percent of  women had an electric iron and only twenty-seven percent
had a refrigerator. 66 “Today’s housewife,” MacInnis asserted, “cannot afford
efficiency. Her husband’s wages are too low or he is unemployed.”67 As Joy Parr
has argued, consumption, post-war affluence, and household technology were
closely linked to politics and ideology.68 Thus, MacInnis implied that class was
crucial to one’s ability to participate in modern consumer society.69
The CCF’s ideology tells us much about their views on consumption.
MacInnis contrasted Britain under the Labour Party with Canada under the
Liberals. Writing on “the cost of  decontrol,” she noted that, “British people are
now drinking nearly 50% more milk than before the war.” She quoted a study
arguing that British maternal and infant mortality rates had reached the lowest
levels ever recorded. Conversely, the cost of  items like food, fuel, clothing and
home furnishings had risen in Canada.70 No doubt MacInnis’s comments regard-
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ing Clement Atlee’s Britain contained a good amount of  wishful thinking: the
CCF celebrated social democracy in other nations rather uncritically. The British
Labour Party, and its forerunner the Fabian Society, held a strong influence on
CCF policy.71
Presenting themselves as consumers and activists, social democratic
women advocated a platform of  reform. A statement written in the late-1940s,
entitled “CCF Women as Consumers,” suggested that the party should be taking
the lead in “securing enough production of  the goods families need at a price
within the reach of  all.” To achieve this goal, the party needed to push for a
national consumer organization in Canada that would bring together individuals
from all walks of  life. The CCF should have representation on this organization;
its goal would be to decide on what “government action” would remedy the
problem of  high prices. Like the CP, the CCF’s statement emphasized the prob-
lem of  high milk prices; it also argued that children’s clothing cost too much and
that rents were too high across the nation. The CCF emphasized winning elec-
tions and achieving state power as the means toward a better society: govern-
ment intervention and increasing bureaucracy could solve the problems of  mod-
ern society. This was very much in keeping with the CCF’s focus on electoral
politics. The statement did not endorse the HCA’s program, seeing it as an
“undemocratic” Communist front.72 Even more than in the CP, the CCF used
maternalism strategically to bring in new voters and party members. 
Many CCF members subscribed to anti-communist views. Ontario
activist Marjorie Mann was a particularly strong advocate against the CP in its
various guises. In the atmosphere of  the Cold War, this was a common stance
for those on the social democratic left.73 In a letter to Morden Lazarus, a promi-
nent unionist and Ontario CCF activist, Mann expressed her misgivings about
the Housewives Consumers’ Association and its platform. Noting Grace
MacInnis’s aversion to the HCA, Mann asserted that the HCA’s President and
two important supporters were members of  the LPP or “fellow travelers,
although they deny it periodically.” The CCF, Mann argued, should have nothing
to do with the HCA: “their methods of  work are completely opposite to ours ...
if  we are going to build the CCF we simply cannot follow their methods.”74 In a
letter to Lucy Woodsworth, widow of  the party’s first federal leader J.S.
Woodsworth, Mann lambasted Communists for their alleged “dishonesty,
maneuvering” and “use of  personal relationships” in establishing the HCA in
Ontario.75 Mann and Grace MacInnis advocated that the CCF join with the sup-
posedly non-partisan Consumers Association of  Canada (CAC) in order to find
a platform to push for price limits on milk, bread, butter, and meat. 76 They
hoped that joining the CAC would allow CCF women access to membership lists
whereby they could convert more women to social democratic ideology.77 This
did not prove to be the case.78
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Despite the anti-communism of  many social democrats, CCF women’s
rhetoric on consumption was similar to the CP’s. Both groups made links
between consumption, anti-war activism, and class. A pamphlet produced shortly
after the end of  World War II shows the CCF response to rising prices. The item
noted that, “women’s homes were in danger” because the prices of  foods like
milk and butter had risen. The pamphlet emphasized that, during the war,
women had undertaken “many sacrifices in order for the Allies to win.” Women
were therefore entitled to share in the fruits of  capitalist prosperity. Women, the
author argued, should come to party meetings, join the CCF, and work to elect
the party’s candidates.79
Individual CCF members endorsed these views. Muriel Campbell, later
to run for the Legislative Assembly in BC, argued that women needed to rid
themselves of  the “nylon mentality,” which gave hours to obtaining small materi-
al comforts but did not give any thought to issues like “housing, juvenile delin-
quency, jobs and wages.”80 Campbell expressed a fairly common perspective
among politicized left women: a critique of  other women as being frivolous,
vain, and immature. Offering a similar viewpoint, long time CCF member Claire
McAllister declared that, “opinion is strong that we should be doing more than
we are in the way of  restricting consumption.” In a climate of  post-war scarcity,
women should be saving foodstuffs to send to an impoverished European popu-
lace and to Canada’s poor families. “There are many things which are not
rationed which we should be saving and sharing,” McAllister asserted.81
The views of  the CP and CCF coincided in many ways. In an article
entitled “Hitting Below the Belt,” Con Stuart argued that, “you now need an
income of  $43.15 a week to maintain a family of  four on an adequate diet and
proper living conditions. The average wage is $31.68 a week. Social assistance for
a family of  four is $14.35 a week.” Stuart offered a sustained critique of  capital-
ist wages and consumption from a gendered perspective. He noted that the
Mothers’ Pension “is $40.00 a month and $7.50 for each child, so if  she has
three children, she must feed, clothe and house them on $15.00 a week.” The
danger of  malnutrition existed when a family of  four spent fewer than $13.00
per week on food.82 The author also presented a discordant view on women’s
roles in capitalist society. “It is hard on those women who must work and keep
house at the same time; they cannot go around hunting bargains in the chain
stores. Nor have they time to prepare the cheaper, and often more nourishing,
type of  foods” he noted. Stuart contended that “single girls are working for as
little as $13.00 a week; they depend on their relatives and friends to help them
out. These are the conditions that keep psychiatrists busy.”83 This view was not
typical for CCF men. Like in the CP, social democratic men did not see con-
sumption as an important issue.
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Expressing a similar view, Bridget O’Malley wrote a column for the
CCF News, entitled “Sisters Under the Skin,” which appeared in certain weeks
during the late-1940s. O’Malley’s material was not usually overtly political. On
one occasion, however, she went beyond her typical line of  thought in remarking
on how the BC Prices Board accused housewives of  hoarding butter. In defence
of  housewives, she stated that, “every mother knows that you cannot keep a
growing child in proper condition on half  a pound of  butter a week. No matter
what social service may say about milk, you need the butter too.” Forging a link
between radicalism, consumption, and anti-war activism, O’Malley wondered,
“what are we keeping them [children] healthy for – to fight another war to pro-
tect Canada Packers’ profits?” J.S. McLean, President of  Canada Packers, she
argued, would maintain the current price if  he could and then blame housewives
for hoarding butter.”84 CCF women mobilized to defend their children, families,
and communities against the incursions of  war and capitalism, much as CP
women did. Maternalism acted as a spur to Left women’s consciousness, both in
allowing them to present different views from their male counterparts and in
using motherhood as a justification for political activism outside of  the home.
In the March 1948 meeting of  the Vancouver CCF Women’s Council,
the organization seconded O’Malley’s point on the connections among anti-war
activism and the production and consumption of  goods. The council passed a
resolution urging the Canadian government to add its voice “to that of  other
countries who desire a more even distribution of  the wealth of  the world at
peace.” The Women’s Council also asked the Canadian government to speed up
the production and distribution of  essential goods. International issues were
important here: CCF women asserted that the unequal distribution of  goods
adversely affected people in poorer nations.85 Social democratic women argued
that their role as mothers led them to take on a higher calling, as the symbolic
mothers to all of  the world’s children in the face of  hunger and deprivation.
This argument was in keeping with the history of  maternalism among activist
women. A significant number of  Left women borrowed elements from maternal
feminism and other, earlier women’s movements. As Carol Bacchi has shown,
suffragists from the 1890-1920 period asserted that women needed to bring the
virtues of  nurturance and caring into the public sphere of  politics and econom-
ics to save it from men who had done a poor job of  administering society.86
CCF women tried to break down divisions between public and private in making
the home a site of  resistance to the dominant system. For CCF women, their
activity in this area tended to be more on the level of  rhetoric: the CCF
endorsed the values of  community and female consciousness, but neither their
statements, nor their actions, were as radical as those of  the CP. This reflected
the CCF’s strategy at appearing “mainstream” in order to attract liberal and even
conservative voters and supporters to the CCF.
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Discourse surrounding production and consumption became far less
frequent in CCF publications as the 1950s progressed. Indeed, women’s organi-
zations and women’s activity in the CCF declined throughout the 1950s and
early-1960s, a legacy of  the party becoming increasingly conservative and mov-
ing away from a maternalist analysis.87 Eileen Robins wrote on consumption and
the union label in 1958; this was the last significant statement by a CCF woman
on consumption for at least a decade. Robins argued that there should be a pro-
gram of  publicity surrounding which dress and cigarette makers had union
labels. Women, she argued, were the main purchasers of  dresses and cigarettes.
Auxiliaries and women’s clubs were natural outlets for educational programs sur-
rounding the union label. She asked the question “what can we wives and moth-
ers do?” and responded that women needed to “make the effort to ‘buy union’ if
we possibly can” and to “keep on demanding that the goods we buy are union
labelled.” If  every “union consumer” demanded that stores carry union-made
clothing and cigarettes, this would then have a significant effect.88
CCF Women: Consumption as a Political Priority
Why were protests around consumer issues less important for female social
democrats? Joan Sangster notes that CCF women’s organizations were affiliated
with more moderate groups like the Local Councils of  Women. Similarly, the
CCF was a less ideologically “rigid” party than the CP and attracted a diverse
membership with a variety of  views. Some CCF members wanted to work with
the CP in organizations like the HCA. Others, probably a majority, were anti-
communist, and forbade any contact with groups that had “red” associations.
This proved to be a negative option for several reasons. First, it left social demo-
cratic women without an organization to promote their views on consumption.
Second, the attacks on Communists led to the final marginalization of  the CP.
Lastly, with the Communists destroyed, the Canadian political spectrum moved
to the right and it became the CCF’s turn to be demonized as anti-capitalist and
radical. The Winnipeg Declaration of  1956, where the party repudiated the earli-
er, somewhat more radical Regina Manifesto, and the creation of  the New
Democratic Party in 1961, exacerbated centrist trends within Canadian social
democracy.89
Working with the CP, despite its faults, would have been a more pro-
ductive venture. CCF and CP supporters might have formed a “left-wing bloc”
to challenge the pro-capitalist forces in Canada; however, this was not to be.
Working with Communists represented a real legal and economic risk for those
social democrats and liberals who chose to ally with the CP. In both Canada and
the U.S., allying with Communists – even briefly and indirectly – led to job loss,
social ostracism, personal stress, and suicide.90 Even with this in mind, it still
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seems that the CCF made a mistake in moving to the centre. Choosing the more
conservative option hurt women’s advancement: working with the CAC led to
the end of  consumption and high prices as issues of  concern for the CCF. The
CP’s activism around consumption was more productive; it provided women
with a site of  struggle where conservative-sounding views could be used to pro-
mote leftist ideology. The fact that the CP used maternalist ideology more fre-
quently, and with greater vigour than previously, led to a stronger women’s
sphere within the party. The CCF did not use maternalism to the same extent;
this, in part, led to women’s issues becoming marginal within the party.   
What is to be Done with Maternalism and Consumption?
Left women’s activism surrounding consumption and maternalism was two-
sided. On the one hand, these women used maternalism as a kind of  “strategic
essentialism” to appeal to women, as mothers, who would not otherwise have
been sympathetic to a leftist argument. On the other hand, many left women did
not see the maternal role as inferior. Kathleen Brown’s work on “Mother” Ella
Reeve Bloor helps us to understand how production and consumption operated
in left women’s discourse. Brown argues that the home, for Left women, was one
site where the class struggle could be played out: they viewed it as the locus of
their “womanly radicalism” in the campaign against high prices.91 Canadian
socialist Rose Henderson held similar views; Peter Campbell has argued that
Henderson’s feminist ideology was different from both first-wave, maternal femi-
nism and second-wave feminism.92 Women’s activism during the 1930-1960 peri-
od was a kind of  “one and a half ” wave of  feminism that laid the groundwork
for the rise of  the second wave. As Jacqueline Castledine has suggested, the Cold
War and “McCarthyism” did not completely destroy the left in the 1940s and
1950s; activists from the earlier period sowed the seeds for the “New Left” of
the 1960s.93 This adds to the work of  historians like Joan Sangster and Julie
Guard who focused primarily on the 1950s.94 In partial contrast to Sangster, this
paper has suggested that the use of  maternalism during the 1950s increased
women’s activism in the CP and CCF, and also prefigured the growth of  second-
wave feminism.95
There was much debate in left circles over the presence of  a separate
women’s space. Some social democratic women opposed separate female groups
and advocated that left women work with men in fighting all forms of  oppres-
sion.96 Other women felt differently: they saw themselves as radical versions of
what has been called the “citizen consumer.” These women, in both the CP and
CCF, attacked the high cost of  living – a perspective that many on various points
of  the ideological spectrum agreed with - and used consumption as a spring-
board toward reforming the worst excesses of  capitalism. This vision of  con-
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sumption contrasted with other, more conservative, views exemplified by the
“purchaser consumer,” or the “citizen as consumer.” Adherents of  this view-
point, which predominated in North America and elsewhere after World War II,
endorsed the acquisition of  goods for all as well as a higher standard of  living
for more people. This popular view ignored class, racial, and gender-based reali-
ties.97 The left-wing vision of  women as radical consumers was a minority view-
point. Still, in their activism against high prices, left wing and working-class
women helped to birth a new vision of  women’s empowerment. They largely
took over the leadership of  the women’s movement during the 1945-1960 years,
a time when middle and upper class feminists had achieved many of  their
goals.98
CP and CCF women did not convince federal or provincial govern-
ments to lower prices of  staple goods or rent. Rather, with the rise of  the wel-
fare state and increasing affluence, people of  various classes had more money to
spend on necessities and luxuries, even as inequality persisted. With the econom-
ic downturn of  the mid-1970s, and the subsequent rise of  neo-liberal ideology,
poverty increased. Today, rampant consumption continues to beset society and
there is no end in sight to rising prices. As Mildred MacLeod suggested at the
outset, Communist and CCF women showed great “ingenuity” in critiquing the
class-specific aspects of  consumption. Using a maternalist ideology may have
been “essentialist,” but it allowed left women to promote gendered arguments to
mainstream society and to prod the left toward pro-woman arguments. In this
way, maternalism – as a strategy for women’s empowerment – was useful for
Canadian left women during the 1940s and 1950s. Conservative-sounding rheto-
ric around women’s issues did not lead to women being pushed back into the
home. Indeed, with the onset of  second-wave feminism, the reverse occurred.    
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